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WFERENCE OF BLOCK POPULATIONS FROM RADAR BACKSCAIITER: APPLICA- 
TION TO PATHFINDER LANDING SITE CHARACTERIZATION, R.A. Simpson, J.E. Baron, 
and G.L. Tyler, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-4055. 

Historically, roughness estimates for planetary surfaces on scales of centimeters to meters have 
been derived from dispersion of quasi-specular radar echoes [I-31. Echo broadening in time 
and/or frequency can be related to distribution of tilts of surface facets properly oriented to give 
mirror-like reflection toward the radar receiver [3-51. It has long been recognized that this model is 
incomplete [I-21; in most cases the effects from discrete scattering objects (e.g. ,  rocks) will be 
missed, while in the worst circumstances, such as on aa basalt flows where the concept of a "facet" 
has little meaning, the model is hopelessly inadequate. Mie theory allows calculation of scattering 
from individual spherical particles in a homogeneous dielectric medium; approximations allow 
extension to ellipsoids 161. But the general problem of scattering from irregular objects near the 
top of a dielectric half-space (regolith) has remained intractable. Starting from first principles, 
however, we have succeeded in developing finite-difference time-domain (FD-TD) codes which 
accurately represent the scattering process in 2- and 3-dimensions and have been able to relate the 
numerical results to simple populations of blocks which might be found on surfaces such as near 
the Viking Lander sites and at the proposed Mars Pathfinder site. 

The FD-TD codes solve finite-difference versions of Maxwell's equations in a time-marching 
procedure that replicates propagation of radio waves through "user defined" media, which can be 
quite general. Accuracy of the calculation must be balanced between needs in the problem and 
computational resources available. Tests of our codes against previously known solutions show 
that amplitude and phase can be obtained, respectively, to within 10% and 10" everywhere in the 
computation space if cell sizes are kept to one twentieth of the wavelength [7]. Early comparisons 
of 3-D results with extrapolations from 2-D solutions indicate that scale factors can be found to 
adjust amplitudes but that polarization phenomena cannot be predicted [8]. This is important 
because the 2-D calculations are sigmficantly less expensive than 3-D solutions. 

Geometry for scattering calculations in 2- 
dimensions is shown at the right. The target, 

A A A  
in this case, is a cylinder with axis z = x x y.  

A A 
Incidence angle is 8i = aco~{-ki  ' y }; the 
incident electric vector is polarized parallel to 

- - 

:. Relative permittivity of the regolith is el; 
relative permittivity of the target is ed. The 
scattering cylinder has radius R; its center is 
at D above the regolith surface. 

The effect of rocks is most pronounced at 
high incidence angles, such as 8i - 45'. For 
relative permittivities EI =2.56 and en=4 
and D = R = 4.6 cm, we calculate a i-D 
scattering width of 0.013 per meter of 
cylinder length at a wavelength of 23 cm. If 
we scale the length of the cylindrical target to 

15 cm, the 3-D radar cross section becomes 0.015, the value quoted for the Moon under those 
observing conditions [9]. Estimates of block populations on the Moon have been made from 
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Surveyor images; models developed by Shoemaker et al. [lo] suggest that the percent of 
cumulative regolith volume occupied by fragments having radii 3 cm and larger would be in the 
range 0.15 to 2 percent (except at the Surveyor VII site, where the count is much higher). Our 4.6 
cm cylinder of length 15 cm covers about 1.4 percent of a one meter square, within the range 
quoted by Shoemaker et al. 

There are many combinations of permittivity, object size, and object length that can yield radar 
cross sections within the observed range. We intend to explore further the relationships among 
these variables. Further, in time for LPSC MNII and using rock populations from Viking Lander 
images [e.g., 111, we plan to extend these results to Mars, where it may be possible to infer 
properties of the Pathfinder landing site relative to the sites already visited by Viking Landers 1 and 
C) 
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